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Ce n'est pas 16 pays fait pour les vieux. Les jeunes

Dans les bras l'un de l'autre, et les oiseaux'des arbres

- 
Ces g6n6rations mourantes 

- 
i leur chant,

Echelles l saumons, flots pleins de maquereaux,

Oiseaux, b6tes, poissons louent i longueur d'6t6
Tout 6tre qui s'engendre et qui nait et qui meurt.

La musique des sens les ravit, tous n6gligent

Les monuments de l'esprit qui ne vieillit pas.

(d7X 2 )t7)
Non, ce pays

N'est pas pour le vieil homme. Gargons et filles
A leur 6treinte, et les oiseaux des arbres,

Ces profusions de Ia mort, i leur chant,

Les cataractes de saumons, Ies mers

1



Gonfldes de maquereaux, tout, ce qui nage,

Voles, s'6lance, tout, dans l'6t6 sans fin
C6lEbre concevoir, naitre et mourir.

Prise dans la musique des sens, toute vie n€glige

Les monuments de l'incoercible intellect.
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An Old Man. Aye, we are timid, for a rich man's word

Can shake our houses, and a moon of drouth

Shrivel our seedlings in the barren earth;

We are the slaves of wind, and hail, and flood;
Fearjogs our elbow in the market-place,

And nods beside us on the chimney-seat.

Ill-bodings are as native to our hearts

As are their spots unto the woodpeckers.(')
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Shawn. Would that the world were mine to give it you

With every quiet hearth and barren waste,

The maddening freedom of its woods and tides,

And the bewildering lights upon its hills.

Mary. Then I would take and break it in my hands

To see you smile watching it crumble away."'
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A man who does not exist,

A man who is but a dreamt'
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PLAYS
l%)Z Where There is Nothing

1902 The Pot of Broth
1903 The Hour4lass
1903 On Baile's Strand

l9O7 The IJnicornfrom the Stars

l9l9 The Player Queen
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TheCat and tlrc Moon

The King of the Great Clock Tower

The Full Man in March
The Herne's Egg

Purgatory

The Death of Cuchulain

POEMS
l9l3 "Beggar to Beggar Cried" BEGGARS

l9l3 "Running to Paradise" BEGGAR

l9l3 "TheHourbeforeDawn" WANDERINGROCUE

l9l8 "The Phases of the Moon" FOOL

l9l8 "Two Songs of a Fool" FOOL

l9l9 "Under the Round Tower" BEGGAR

lglg "AnotherSongofaFool" FOOL

1922 "The Fool by the Roadside" FOOL

1922 "Two Songs Rewritten for the Tune's Sake" BEGGAR

1926 "The Friends of his Youth" MAD MAN AND WOMAN
1927 "TheTower" RED HANRAHAN

1929 "Mohini Chatterjee" FOOL, RASCAL, KNAVE
1929-3l "Cnzy Jane Poems" CRAZY JANE

l93l "The Seven Sages" BEGGAR

l93l "Tomthelunatic" LUNATIC&BEGGAR
1936 "A Crazed Girl" CRAZED GIRL
1936 "TheCurseofCromwell" OLDWANDERINGBEGGAR
1937 "The Great Day" BECGAR

1937 "The Pilgrim" PILGRIM

1938 "The Wild Old Wicked Man" OLD WANDERING MAN
1938 "Crazy Jane on the Mountain" CRAZY JANE
1939 "Three Songs to One Burden" TINKER
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Queen, look at me, look long at these foul rags,

At hair more foul and ragged than my rags;

Look on my scratched foul flesh. Have I not come

Through dust and mire? There in the dust and mire

Beasts scratched my flesh; my memory too is gone,

Because great solitudes have driven me mad.

But when I look into a stream, the face

That trembles upon the surface makes me think
My origin more foul than rag or flesh.('"
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Joseph Ronsley

At the time of Yeats's death, in January 1939, Robert Browning was considered

the model of the modern Poet, at least from an academic point of view. This afterYeats

had lived nearly 74years, and for over half a century had been publishing poems, some

of which we now consider among the greatest not only in English, and not only in the

20th century, but in any language at any time.

It is true that Yeats had received the Nobel prize in 1923, but this was more for his

work in establishing the Abbey Theatre than for his poetry. Besides, his very greatest

poems were written after this event.

During the late 1930s, even in that Part of the university where 20th century

poetry was appreciated, in the rooms of Harvard and Yale undergraduates, the

poet-hero of the time was not Yeats, but T. S. Eliot. Or perhaps W. H. Auden, whose

political views were more palatable to young intellectuals. Auden, Stephen Spender

and their friends might have been admired, then, as much for political as for aesthetic

reasons, since the politically right leaning tendencies of Eliot, Pound and Yeats made

admiration of them a little awkward for left leaning intellectuals during the time of the

Spanish Civil War. But there were many evening poetry readings among these elite

undergraduates, where Eliot, particularly, was read aloud, even though he was only

vaguely understood, the young readers and listeners being entranced simply by his

rhythms and sounds.

Perhaps more than anything else, Yeats vas, in the 30s, a Poet's poet, as Auden's

elegy for him. 'ln Memorv of W. B. Yeats.' written shortly after Yeats's death,

suggests. Auden's being in the opposite politicai camp did not prevent him from having

a profound aesthetic appreciation of Yeats's poetry, so much so that it is a

commonplace today to feel that the elegy betrays at least a hint of relief at the thought

32



that Yeats's death would allow Auden and his contemporaries to be able to get out

from under his shadow. Not entirely out, mind you; the poems were still there even if
the poet was not.

Yeats was, in fact, something of an embarrassment for people like Auden and

Spender, who very much appreciated his poetic skills, but had a hard time both with his
politics and his spiritualism. When asked who was the greatest poet of the century, as

poets are often asked, particularly following poetry readings, Spender would reply,
'Yeats, alas!' ln any case, both Eliot and Auden were more in the critic's and scholar's
eye than was Yeats toward the end of the 1930s, in so far as any 2Oth century poet was

taken seriously at all in the university.

I think it is fair to say that the publication of a single book was responsible for the

beginning of a definite shift toward Yeats, and for moving him to what has been his

pre-eminent position since. This book was Richard Ellmann's Yeats: The Man and tlrc
Masl<s, an intellectual and artistic biography of Yeats, published in 1949. And, with
apologies for a certain reverence that I feel for my own mentor, this book is still the

best introduction to Yeats for the serious student.

This is not to say there was no appreciation of Yeats at all among literary scholars

before Ellmann took an interest in him. Of course in artists circles Yeats had been a
prominent figure as early as the 1890s, when the Rhymers' Club was revolting against

so many elements of Victorianism, and when Yeats was making himself disrefutable
for his involvement with The Yellow Book and The Savoy.

In 1913, while Ezra Pound was setting down the First Principles of lmagism, this
discoverer of so many of the 20th century's most important writers discovered Yeats,

and tried to help him pass from the l9th to the 20th century, at least as he saw it. And
he did help him, at least to move a little faster in the direction he was already moving.
But there can be no doubt that Pound recognized Yeats's genius from the start, at a

time when both he and T. S. Eliot had just begun writing important poetry themselves.

By the mid 20s Yeats was identified more with the theatre than with poetry, and,
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with the considerable gap in his publishcd volumcs of poetry that came at this time, it
was felt by many people that his poetic output was at an end; he had become a very
good second rank poet. This view of course changed emphatically with the publication

in 1928 of The Tower. There had already been isolated concem for him, of course,

usually as part of a larger lrish context, as in Emest Boyd's lreland's Literary
Renaissance of 1916. But there can be no doubt that by the time of Yeats's death in

January, 1939, he was well situated in the fint rank, at least as other poets saw him.

This promotion is most dramatically illustrated in Auden's elegy, as I have noted, and a

little later in other places as well, such as Eliot's Four Quartets and Pound's Cantos.

By the late 30s, there were even a few academics who were beginning to notice

him, and to write extended works about him. Louis Macneice, a poet himself of course,

and an lrish one, belonging to the Auden, Spender group, published a book on Yeats in

1941, The poetry of W. B. Yeats, and Joseph Hone's biography of Yeats was published

in 1943, so these men were already seriously involved with Yeats at the time Ellmann
was discovering him. And A. Norman Jeffares, whose biography, W. B. Yeats: Man
and Poet, was published in 1949, the same year as Ellmann's, along with T. R. Henn,

whose Ifte l,onely Tower was published a year laler, were Ellmann's contemporary

competitors in this still rather lonely academic fleld.

Earlier than any of these academics, howeveq was a young Japanese poet and

scholar, Shotaro Oshima, whose interest in Yeats began not much later than Pound's, in

1917, when he was only 18 yean old, and when the 52year old Yeats himself can be

said to have been in the middle of his career. Moreover, this was the very year of At
The Hawk's Well, the fint play by Yeats to be influenced by the Noh drama, so there

was as yet no overt Yeats-Japanese connection. I suppose it is possible, but I don't
think likely, that a very young Japanese literary scholar and poet, who had never as yet

left Japan, could have known much about Yeats's new interest in Japan.

I don't know to what extent Oshima, at so great a geographical and cultural

distance, could have been familiar with developments in English poetry at the time,

whether the Imagist Anthology, published in 1915, for instance, was available to him.

Moreover, while Eliot and Pound had been publishing poems for several years, Eliot's
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first volume of poems, Prufrock, was first published in 1917. I find it remarkable that

Oshima in 1917 was familiar vith Yeats's poetry at all, but we must remember that

Oshima was a poet as well as a scholar, perhaps before he was a scholar, and it was

probably because of his being a poet that he was famlliar with Yeats's work at so early
a stage. In any case, he must have recognized immediately, before he had ever left

Japan, the affinity of his own youthful Japanese sensibilities with those lrish ones of the

young Yeats as expressed in his earlier poems.

After graduating from Waseda Univenity in 1923, Oshima published his first
book on Yeats, W. B. Yeats: A Study, as early as 1927 (The Tower had not yet
appeared), and then W. B. Yeats: A Critical Biography in 1934. During the late 30s

Oshima travelled and studied in England and Ireland, and became friends vith the now
aging Yeats himsell who must have been fascinated, and delighted, to know of the

enthusiasm expressed by this bright young man from so distant and exotic a place, and

one in which he himself had recognized a kindred spirit. Yeats was often pleased to
recognize events that confirmed his own intuitions.

But I must go back to Ellmann, who in the late 30s was one of those enthusiastic

undergraduates reading Eliot and other modern poets during those evening sessions at

Yale, but who was evidently beginning to have more serious thoughts about, and

deeper insights into this poetry than most of his classmates were having. He was also

developing a fuller appreciation of Yeats, and, I am convinced, ultimately became the

scholar who made the most difference, among all scholars before and after, to Yeats's
stature in the English speaking world, and intemationally.

As his classmate, Ellsworth Mason tells us, 'Ellmann had no formal instructlon in
20th century literature during his study for three degrees at Yale, but he was working
on it by himself.'(') This must certainly have been true of Oshima at Waseda as well.

Ellmann's enthusiasm for Eliot was undoubtedly tempered by Eliot's blatant

anti-semitism, and by his tum to Catholicism and to the political right as well, which
somehow was a little different from Yeats's political right as Ellmann saw it. It seems

that Yeats's political and social views vere always more idealized and aesthetic than
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those of Eliot and Pound. Ellmann was not impressed by allegations that Yeats was a

fasciSt: '....to him an artist who saw that there were two sides to every story could never

be deemed guilty of the hopeful simplicities of totalitarian thought.'o)Yeats's 'double

visions,' opposites, polarities, antithetical impulses, preclude a devotion to the narrow,

intolerant, single vision associated with fascism, despite some of the shocking things he

said toward the end of his life. Moreover, Ellmann's approach to great literature was

never to sell short the author who was the object of his study, never to feel that he

himself was wiser than the poet. If a meaning appeared unclear or wrong-headed, he

approached the problem with humility, assuming first that the lack of understanding

was his own.

Ellmann received his master's degree in 1941, and, not surprisingly, was

interrupted shortly after in his literary work. One of his last postings in the navy was in

[.ondon, however, and during a leave near the end of his service he took the

opportunity to visit Mrs. Yeats in Dublin.

Mrs. Yeats liked him from the beginning. Again, as Ellsworth Mason tells it:

In September 1945 Ellmann was granted unrestricted access by Mrs. W. B. Yeats,

who was much taken with him, to about 50,000 manuscript sheets of Yeats's

writings, letters and diaries, much of it never published. He was the first scholar to

confront what was substantially the entire body of manuscripts of a major 20th

century writer.'€)

He retumed to lreland immediately after his discharge from service in May 1946 to

complete the research for his dissertation. And his completed Yale 'dissertation on

Yeats in 1947 was the first everaccepted on a20th century subject.'(')The dissertation,

of course, was published two years later as a book. Yeats: The Man and the Masl<s.

Also in 1947 'the first seminar in 20th century literature ever offered in the Yale

graduate school was given by Cleanth Brooks.'6)

The courage and confident conviction demonstrated by Ellmann and a few others

in pursuing these studies in the late 30s and mid 40s is quite overwhelming when you

stop to think about it. In this regard I must beg your indulgence in quoting from our

own introducti on to Onniun Catherum: Essays for Richard Ellmann:
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Few students today can have a clear conception of the critical innovation *routht
by Richard Ellmann and his friends....it took courage, as well as an extraordinary
perspicacity, for a young graduate student to stake his career on the poetry of W.
B. Yeats. The sheer complexity of Yeats's art, the waylyard sophistication of his

sensibility, and the apparent eccentricity of many of his ideas vere formidable
obstacles to full appreciation of his achievement. But Richard Ellmann and a small
number of gifted contemporaries accepted the challenge of modernism to occupy
themselves with 'the fascination of what's difficult.' They launched themselves

into a systematic explanation of the texts of high modemism with an audacity
which must, at times, have unnerved not just their teachers but also themselves.

Almost like monks of some unproven new religion, they undertook exegesis of
seemingly impenetrable works with no certainty that the wider world would
concur that these texts were sacred.tt'

Surely this courageous, confident, pioneering spirit can be attributed to Professor
Oshima as well when he enthusiastically espoused Yeats's poetry in Japan, 20 years

earlier.

In one sense Oshima had it easier than Ellmann because the kind of poems with
which he was dealing in l9l7 comprised more familiar ground in their essentially
neo-romantic mode. Yeats's 1903 volume of poems In the Seven Woods sets aside for
the first time the youthful romantic dreaming and trance-like, other-worldly manner
that had characterized the early poems. but even in this volume the move toward the
harder, more robust confrontation of real, living experience which characterized his

later work was slight and tentative, and the obscurities associated with a more complex
spiritualism, and arising from a greater sophistication of method and subtlety of
thought, were still some years away. Yeats approached this more characteristic 20th
century mode more closely in his next two volumes, The Green Helmet and Other
Poems of l9l0 and Responsibilities of 1914, the last volume published before oshima
got involved, and the first to come under the influence of Ezra Pound, who accelerated
the movement Yeats already had underway, toward the more modern expression that
we associate with his greatest poems. Pound had already, before 1917, been

introducing Yeats to elements of Japanese drama and culture as he understood them,
but little of this influence had as yet found its way into his writings.
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While the poems available to Oshima in 1917 were of a more traditional, romantic

nature which presented no shocks, then, there were still no Japanese elements to give

him the sense of comfort that comes with intimate surroundings. And we must

remember, of course, in all these considerations, that he was dealing with a language

very foreign from his own native tongue. Despite these quite overwhelming handicaps,

Oshima must be credited with recognizing the evolution, vhile it was taking piace, of

so great a poet even before Yeats had written the poems that were to give him that

stature. Oshima and Ellmann, then, both had considerable problems to overcome, but

different ones.

Again, Ellsworth Mason, now on The Man and the Masks:

Ellmann didn't write a dissertation; he wrote a book which he submitted as a

dissertation before he published it. It was a pioneering book in 20th century

studies. in demonstrating how Yeats evolved a new way of writing poetry and

seeing his development as inseparable from that of modem poetry Ellmann set

forth a seminal view of forces that shaped the modemist movement. His was tlte

first literary study to show the gigantic dislocations in thought and personal

confidence that followed the impact of 20th century science and materialism on

19th century ideas....Ellmann's book was the first ambitious attempt to see a 20th

century poet in the 2oth century, and in lhe process he began to define our

understanding of modemism.(')

Six years later he published The ldcntity of Yeats, a book which deals more with

philosophical and aesthetic issues, specifically with the unity and consistency of

themes, symbols and images throughout Yeats's writings. Both Ellmann and Oshima

went on to write more books and articles which further illuminated Yeats's writings,

Ellmann primarily for the English speaking world, Oshima for Japan, alegacy in which

we have all been participating for the last couple of days, and in which we will
continue to participate on an even larger scale later this month in Kyoto.(') l am positive

that everyone in this room has read both Ellmann and Oshima on Yeats, and come

away from their experiences knowing considerably more about the poet.

In my rather extended discussion of these two scholars has been the implication
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that a great many others have been inspired by them and have followed them. What we

irreverently call the 'Yeats industry' has been a decidedly growing concem over the

last four decades, with many fine scholars both in Japan and in the west adding to our

understanding, and to our aesthetic experience of the writings of W. B. Yeats. I will not

try to list even those who have made the greatest contributions to this body of

knowledge because I know there would be disastrous omissions in my list.

Naturally, part of this process of illumination has been in the form of dialectic, as

Yeats is seen from a variety of perspectives. I have hinted at one of these variants

earlier when I mentioned the view of Yeats as a fascist, a view promulgated most fully

by Conor Cruise O'Brien, and to which I have already indicated my own opposition.

Such dialectic, however, produces new ideas and new insights. In rejecting as simplistic

the notion that Yeats was a fascist, we are compelled to explore the reasons we feel he

is not, in the face of evidence presented to support the charge.

Other discordant notes have also been struck. As Yeats scholarship has matured

there has been a healthy falling off of simple idolization. More or less severe critical

examination has taken place both of Yeats's art and of his ideas' While I would reject

the notion that Yeats was a fascist, for instance, some of his political and social ideas

do appear to me today somewhat naive. Had he lived, I feel, he would have changed

some of his political views by the end of World War ll, and possibly even modified his

social views since then, despite his idealization of past history, and despite the fact that

young radicals, as Yeats was, tend to be the worst conseryatives in old age, feeling the

need as they do to protect the innovations, radical at the time but perhaps old fashioned

to the next generation, that they had fought for when they were young. We, after all,

have had the benefit (if you can call it that) of our experience of the last fifty years,

asYeats did not. This is too cynical an age for us to respond fully to some of his

images.

Again, many of Yeats's poems involve aspects of his private life and philosophy,

factors that are not part of our shared cultural heritage, but the poems usually are

universal enough in their themes, and artistically wrought in such a way that they can

be experienced without the reader's knowledge of this background material.
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Admittedly, such knowledge does provide an added dimension to the poetic experience,

but I feel that the fine poems that come at the end of the volume, The Wild Swans at

Coole, are weakened by the fact that they depend so heavily for their meaning on

extemal knowledge, particularly knowledge of A Vision, with which Yeats was so

absorbed at the time. The poems essentially stand on their own, however, as complete

works of art. lt is not sacreligious to recognize that some of Yeats's poems do nol

contribute to his pre-eminence; evenYeats and Mozarl had their off days. Clearly a

mark of Yeats's greatness is his capacity to withstand this scrutiny and to absorb even

disparaging criticism without a reduction of his stature or a diminution of the awe in

which we hold his truly great poems and plays.

I think a very early example of adverse criticism, or at least a counter world view,

came, implicitely, in James Joyce's Ulysses, vhere Yeats's heroic myths, and Homer's,

are replaced by myths evoked by the modern, unromantic, quotidian as seen in the Iife
and relatively ordinary experiences of lropold Bloom. Of course, Bloom's ordinary

experiences become, through the human insights given us by Joyce's art, extraordinary,

and are raised to epic proportions. Joyce's epic, however, rejects Yeats's sword

swinging heroes, gods and goddesses, and in fact finds them rather embarassing, as I
suppose some of us with our late 2fth-century sensibilities do today. Formost of us

identification with Joyce's heroes is easier than it is with Yeats's.

In Joyce's novel Stephen Dedalus ascribes to myths surrounding art and the artist

in a way which puts Stephen in a camp allied with Yeats's, though he himself sees

through his own posturing. But it is Bloom who captures the reader's imagination, as

Joyce intends him to, and he does so by instinctively puncturing the glorious balloons

of romantic sentimentality and phony heroics in those around him, and, despite his

veneration of leaming, intellect, and the arts, and his appeal for approval from the

educated and artistic Stephen, by inadvertently undermining Stephen's pretentions. In
doing so he bypasses reductive, life diminishing cerebral affectations and, in his very

existence as a convincing, sympathetic fictional character, celebrates mortal life itself.

Yeats accomplishes much the same celebration, but he does so by very different
means, by mythologizing lrish history, personages, and institutions. in his own way
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Yeats moves us, despite Joyce's different method and implicit criticism, and despite

our relatively jaded late 20th century sensibilities. Yeats's mode perhaps requires a

greater effort by our modem imaginations, but having made the effort we are deeply

affected by the human drama evoked in beautiful, apparently exotic images, just as we

are affected even today by the beauty of the Noh drama. Joyce is different from Yeats;

he doesn't replace him.

To exactly what extent Yeats believed that his heroes, ancient and modem,

Cuchulain and Pamell, and his venerated institutions, like the Anglo-lrish aristocracy or
the noble lrish peasantry, vere actual historical fact cannot be determined with
certainty. But whatever the case, they become, and are effective as powerful metaphors

in his writings, as Seamus Deane has pointed out in an important article of 1977,'The
Literary Myths of the Revival: A Case for their Abandonment.'{'} More likely than not,

however, Yeats was fully aware of his own historical distortions, of his own

myth-making and transfiguration of people and objects, and even of his own life, his

family, friends and enemies, into metaphor for artistic and philosophical purposes.

much as he was aware of the metaphorical nature of his gyres and phases of the moon.
Recognizing the capacity for genuine and deeply realistic, human, insight in that
extraordinary mind, this is the kind of credit Ellmann would give the poet. It is likely
Yeats was not so naive as he often appears to us. The very eccentricity of his pose was

part of his method.

By coming to recognize these and other aspects of the writer's work we

understand him and his work better and appreciate him more. The aesthetic experience

we have in reading l.ris poems becomes more profound. And ve become less

susceptible to misleading and superficial absurdities. This knowledge, I think, is the

primary purpose of literary criticism. Literary criticism, to have real, human value,
cannot be simply a self indulgent end in itself, nor can it give us the experience of the

work of art with which it deals. It does give us, however, the intellectual tools by which
we are able to realize more fully the revelations that great art provides, and thereby

ultimately makes richer our deeply emotional experience of the work of art.
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NOTES

(l) ,Ellmann's Road to Xanadu,' omnium Gatherum: Essays lor Richard Ellmann, ed.

Susan Dick, Declan Kiberd, Dougald McMillan, Joseph Ronsley (colin Smythe, Gerrards

Cross, 1989),5.

(2) lntroduction: 'Richard Ellmann: The Crltic as Artist,' Omnium Gatherum, xviii. Several

of my comments about Richard Ellmann are also reflected in the introduction to this book.

(3) 'Ellmann's Road to Xanadu,' 10.

(4) rbid, s.

(s) rbid.

(6) 'Richard Ellmann: The Critic as Artist', xiii - xiv.

(7) 'Ellmann's Road to Xanadu,' I l.
(8) ln Myth and Reality in lrish Literalure, ed. Joseph Ronsley (Wilfrid Laurier University

Press, Waterloo, Ontario, 197'1), 317 - 329.
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Irishness and Contemporary Irish Drama

Michael Kenneally

The questiou of what coustitutes Irishness is extremely complex, and one made

even more difficult if we try to ask it in the context of literary works. Yet, most readers

of Irish literature, especially Irish writing up until about thirty years ago, would be

fairly confident in theirbelief that lrish literature possesses characteristics which make

it unique, and that they could recognize those literary dimensions when they encounter

them. To understand "lrishness in contemporary Irish Drama" we must first consider,

very briefly the historical background to the question of Irishness and literature.

Toward the end of the nineteenth-century, in the years before the Literary Revival,

Irish writing was still imbued with the romantic nationalism which the Young

Irelanders at mid-century had advocated, particularly in their paper, The Nation. Fwled
by concrete knowledge of political deprivation, religious persecution, and the traumatic

cultural shock resulting from rapid loss of the Gaelic language, this powerfully
appealing sense of nationality was based on emotional attitudes to land, language,

culture and history. It looked to a noble, ideal and homogeneous past, in contrast to a
present characterised by such polarities as Catholic and Protestant, Gaelic and English,

peasant and landlord, nationalist and unionist.

After the fall of Pamell, when political efforts at national fulfillment reached a

seeming dead-end, writers such as Standish O'Grady, John O'L,eary and Douglas Hyde
believed that cultural expression - Gaelic music and games, revival of the language -
would break the colonial mentality and provide access to genuine Irish identity. This

movement was given a somewhat different emphasis by Yeats, AE, Lady Gregory and

Synge, who believed that the Irish spiritual essence was best reflected in the stories of
mythological heroes, in legends and folktales. They founded a national theatre in the

belief that it would reflect genuine lrish reality, would appeal to a people who, even if
they read very little, were attracted by oratory and storeytelling. What is significant

about the writers in the carly days of the cultural revival was that they wrote out of a

broad sense of national identity, transcending tbe immediate claims of political or
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religious allegiances. Inevitably, of course, political forces moved republicanism to

centre stage, which meant quite different attitudes towards Ircland's history would

predominate. Even Yeats in Cathleen Ni Houlihan revealed some sympathies with such

readings ofthe past, though it should be stressed that it was cultural nationalism which

Yeats had attempted to combine with philosophy and literature into a unified approach

to life. Throughout his career, Yeats remained distrustful of politics and, as we know,

when he did become an Irish Senator, he insisted on identifying with his Anglo-lrish

lineage, with Burke, Grattan, Swift and Pamell. The images of Irishness associated

with the Literary Revival - the legendary or mythological heroes of Yeats's plays, the

folk traditions of Lady Gregory's peasants, the poetic rural world of Synge's tramps -
were soon replaced by the literature created in the disillusionary aftermath of the 1916

rebellion, with its bitter Civit War and subsequent division of the country. In the 1920s,

Sean O'Casey and Denis Johnston offered different images of Ireland: O'Casey's

portrayal of poor, urban working-class characters was a criticism of romantic

nationalism, as well as the kind of closed society he saw emerging in the Free State.

That society's pretensions to nationhood are ridiculed by Johnston inThe Moon in the

Yellow River, while in The Old Lady Says rVol is a rejection of the traditional

larger-than-life depiction on the stage of glorious Irish martyrs and political heroes, and

instead treats historical figures in a more unsentimental and unreverential manner. The

avant garde theatrical style ofthese works would have further alienated the nationalists

in Johnston's audience.

In the 1930s and 40s poor imitations of Synge's treatment of the rural world and

numerous romanticised historical dramas - on Emmet, Grattan, Tone and Pamell -
continued to be produced at the Abbey. But the reality of Irish life in this period was

more accurately mirrored in the prose of O'Faolain, O'Connor, O'Flaherty, and

O'Donnell. The work of these and other writers is both a reflection of and a reaction to

the ideology of the newly independent republic, in which Irishness was now defined in

clearcut terms. It was to be Catholic and, incrcasingly, it was to be so in a highly
visible and demonstrable way. Such public and insistent affirmations of religious

affiliation had historical roots in the very developed feeling that, for generations, to be

Catholic had been synonymous with persecution and deprivation. To be Irish in the 30s

and 40s was also to subscribe to an ideology that was politically conservative,

isolationist and suspicious of foreign influence or intemational involvement and, .at
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home, more or less understanding of, if not content with, the status quo. (ln this regard,

it must be recalled that Easter l9l6 vas a political rebellion not a social revolution: its
aim was to put the ownership of Ireland in Irish hands. Most of the leaders of the

Rebellion, except for James Connolly, and Pearse to a lesser degree, had only the most

general and vague perception of the kind of social order political freedom might bring.

Of course, other complex factors also worked against any radical social change: there

was the death ofthe l916 leaders, the incomplete nature ofthe freedom achieved, and

the social, economic and political exhaustion stemming from the Rebellion, the

Anglo-lrish War and the Civil War. These factors, compounded by an empty treasury

and stubbomly simplistic financial policies, ensured that little radical social policies

would be undertaken.) To be Irish in the new republic was also to acknowledge the

significance of the Gaelic heritage, particularly the Irish language, and indeed certain

aspects of Gaelic culture were promoted with some success. However, despite the

claims of earlier leaders such as Hyde and Pearse that the language was the key to Irish
identity, the new govemment and the majority of the people affirmed their commitment

to it in symbolic rather than realistic ways. It was given pride of place in the

constitution, was used in the public naming of places and institutions, was used at the

beginning of ending of public speeches, but no concentrated effort was made to
integrate it into daily public and private life. This ambiguous attitude was obviously

evident in the government's insistence that children learn the language in school, while
simultaneously offering their parents little or no encouragement to speak it at home, or
in social or work situations.

What is important for the discussion here are the ambiguities and ironies in the

State's promotion of Irishness as being Catholic, Gaelic and isolationist. The failure to
revive the language crcated a dichotomy between official Irishness and the actual life
of the majority of the people. It could also be argued that the absence of the language

as the most important distinguishing feature of Irishness allowed Catholicism to
become the most easily accessible badge of identity. The distrust of foreign culture
which the Catholic ethos produced confirmed the all-embracing influence which the

church had, not merely on the lives of the people but on government policy. But the

emphasis on Catholicism as the true and most vital badge of Irish identity obviously
overlooked the situation of the Protestant minority in the South and the complex
situation in the North. These realities tended to be ignored as the govemment insisted
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on flying the banners of Gaelic Catholic lreland. In this regard, WWII was an

important moment for both the Free State and Northern lreland. In the North, Irishness

was something which was obviously rejected by the Protestant majority, on religious,

cultural and political grounds. For them, the war was an occasion to display

commitment to Britain and its Empire, to play the role of the valiant garrison outpost

under siege, particularly so given the proximity of the neutral South. For the republic,

the war provided an opportunity to assert its independence on the intemational stage, to

distinguish itself from the policies of its former coloniser.

After the war, as Ireland moved towards the late 1950s, the ambiguities and

contradictions inherent in Irish life were still hidden behind an increasingly flimsy

curtain proclaiming Ireland a Catholic Gaelic nation. Then, within a period of about ten

years, occurred a succession of events which profoundly and irrevocably altered Irish

society, North and South. These developments are by now sufficiently familiar they

can be referred to very briefly. The key event which ushered in these changes was the

1959 decision by the new l,emass govemment to acknowledge the failure of the

inward-looking economic and political policies which had been in place during the

many years of de Valera's rule. Lemass's decision to open up the country to economic

investment initiated in Irish people a new sense of international awareness. The Vatican

Council swept away encrusted religious traditions and practices so that a more liberal

and relativist attitude to Catholicism emerged. Even the church itself was now seen to

be uncertain and without clear direction. Therefore, a key prop to Irish identity was

seriously undermined. The establishment of a national TV network, bringing as it did

image after image of the rising tide of intemational pop culture, as well as the dramatic

increase in travel abroad, whether by Irish tourists or young people who spent summers

working in London, Munich, Amsterdam, or New York, all opened the doors to diverse

cultural influences and modified the stereotyped image of 'alien' culture. Ireland's

membership in the European Economic Community was also a pivotal moment in the

country's changing sense of itself, since for the first time it did not instinctively define

itself as a junior partner to England but, instead, saw itself as a European country, one

among several of similar size, power and influence. While Feminism as a force was not

widespread in Ireland, it did consist of a small, articulate and well-organized minority

who played a very significant role in influencing the social agenda in Irish life. It
criticised the male-dominated orientation of Irish politics and religion and, in the
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process, was a powelful public educational force for questioning values and indeed did

lead to subtle if not concrete change.

The change in nationat ethos which such developments promoted were given

added impetus, even seeming legitimacy, by the initial prosperity of the late 60s and

early 70s, creating in the Republic a society dramatically different from the drab,

unchanging reality which had prevailed since the 1920s. once the lid was lifted, as it

were, from de Valera's lreland, desires and impulses long denied opportunity for

expression soon produced a vibrant and energetic society on the move. This sense of

potential and new beginnings is reflected in Act I of Thomas Kilroy's 1968 play,The

Death and Resurrection of Mr. Roche, where the most fashionable and up-to-date of

the five bachelor characters criticises talk of dances by the Anglo-lrish during the

eighteenth century:

If there's one thing that gives me the willies it's halloo-hallah about history and

stuff. It's now that counts friend, now and not yesterday."

He then goes on to chastise, Kelly, one of his pals:

The trouble with fellows like you, Kelly, is that you're behind the times. You're

not with it. The country is on the move, man. On the up and up. For those that are

on the move, that is. Fellows that dig. Fellows with sawy. Get me? You got to be

moving too or you'll be left behind.

To be part of the new Irishness, at least the cuffent modern self-image of the country,

was now to tum away from the past and enthusiastically embrace the future. But, of

course, unfolding events proved to be much more complicated than imagined.

with the outbreak of violence in the north in 1969 it seemed that, once again,

Iretand was thrown back into the quagmire of history and forced to re-open questions

of how place, religious affiliation, Ianguage and history contributed to, or worked

against one's sense of national identity. Having energetically committed itself to a new

if somewhat vague self-image - economically prosperous, sensitive of its position in

Europe, more receptive to different cultural influences the country was again

confronted by the tegacy of its past, by an insistent and tragic demonstration of

unresolved issues. This tension between forces both dramatic and subtle caused

enormous strain in the Irish psyche, so that what had been considered the constant and

known qualities of Irishness were now shifting and fracturing under pressures ancient

and modem, recurring and new.
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All the unresolved ambiguities and contradictions at the heart of Irish identity now
lay exposed. It was clear that Catholicism played a much diminished role in the

definition of Irishness: the new ecumenism helped to bridge the gap between religions;
the traditional role of the priest was replaced in subtle ways by social workers and

community leaders; the obvious public relationship which had existed since 1922
between Church and State has been greatly diminished as the govemment paid lip
service, at least, to the concept of a pluralist society. The obvious failure to revitalize
the Gaelic language as a central instrument of national identity was symbolically
acknowledged in the 1970s by the govcmment's decision to lift the order making it
compulsory in the schools. In addition, the constitutional claim of Irish sovereignty
over the whole island and the assumption that Irish unity was at least tacitly supported
by all political parties was seriously undermined by the ambiguities and impotency in
the Republic's policies towards the North.

With the shift in religious, linguistic and political attitudes, it was increasingly a

matter for the individual to arrive at a sense of self, to define one's relationship with
nation, in a dramatically changed environment. Contemporary Irish drama shows that
the psychic landscape where this struggle found one of its most frequent expressions is
the tangled emotional relationship between the individual and an insensitive,
uncommunicative father or an overpowering, possessive mother. In this paradigm, the
parent usually personifies small-town or rural values, an enclosed world of hypocrisy
and invidious social classes, and the psychological distress caused by emotional and
sexual repression. As the embodiment of social conformity, the parent complicates the
individual's attempt to achieve liberation from a debilitating past and to encounter the

future. That progression may be a subjective experience of growth and maturation, but
it may also be a physical journey, whether from a rural to an urban setting, a

working-class to a middle-class world, or an Irish to a foreign environment. The most
obvious plays in this model are Brian Fiel's Philadelphia, Here I Come, Thomas
Murphy's,4 Crucial Week in the Lift of Grocer's Assistant, and Hugh t eonard's Da.

Before Friel's Gar o'Donnell leaves for Philadelphia he tries to understand how
he has been shaped by family and community relationships. He stuggles to unravel the
complexity of feelings - the love, antagonism, mistrust and guilt - he has for his
father. Gar's pivotal discovery occurs when the father cannot even remember Gar's
cherished moment of past happiness when the two of them were fishing together in a
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blue boat. The father's failure to recall an experience which possesses such powerful

emotional force for his son, combined with the father's own warTn but unshared

memory of walking the boy to school confirms the unbridgeable gap between them.

Their isolation suggests that Gar may never break the disabling connections with his

past, may very well be sentenced to a life haunted by feelings of guilt and repressed

love. Despite the attractiveness of exile - that time-honoured device of so much Irish
literature - distance alone may not be a sufficient means of freeing him from the

undermining bonds of family, community and nation. While he can leave Ireland, he

cannot ensure a complete break with personal history and will therefore be suspended

between two worlds and tom between two versions of self.

But this duality is also the key to his present identity, to his lrishness. Friel has

highlighted his schizophrenic nature by creating roles for both sides of his character;

Gar Public is aloof and reticient, in contrast to the perceptive and articulate Gar Private.

Public Gar's sense of personal and social inadequacy is highlighted by the verbal

dexterity of Gar Private. But for Gar Private words are not a means of mediating

between self and world, of constructing a persona that is a genuine extension of true

identity but are used instead to create a mask allowing him to perceive his world,
without the responsibility of fully engaging with it. Words are an elaborate camouflage

to deflect access by others to the self. The success of Private Gar's brilliant asides and

witticisms in revealing his character to the audience is inversely proportionate to his

inability to communicate his genuine feelings to those around him. That failure is

dramatically evident in the highly-charged encounter with his father, late on the night

before he leaves. And in exile, he will have to contend with the discrepancy between

his Hollywood derived stereotypical images of America and the vulgar and unappealing

world suggested by his gauche and loud cousins.

In this respect, Tom Murphy's Conversations on a Homeantirg might be read as

a sequel to Philadelphia, in that its central character has retumed to Ireland after
emigrating to America where he has suffered alienation and a sense of the futility of his

life. Asked why he has retumed, Michael replies, "you'd be surprised at how dicked-up

one can get - I mean, how meaningless things can become for one - occasionally
of course - away from one's - you know". The distance suggested by the use of
the impersonal pronoun suggests that he cannot even fully confront his crisis. And his
failure to articulate what he feels he is cut off from, confirms that home does not
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possess that which would revitalize or nourish him, a fact reinforced by his decision to

leave once again at the end of the play. Michael's inability to reconcile the two sides of
his character is precisely the challenge that Gar O'Donnell will face in America.

In an earlier Murphy play, A Crucial Week in the Life of a Crocer's Assistant,

John Joe Moran, who is even more acutely aware than Gar o'Donnell how the

small-mindedness and backwardness of the Irish town can cripple life before it has well
begun, has the maturity to recognize that emigration is not the solution to his problem.

He tries to explain to his mother,

It isn't a case of staying or going. Forced to stay or forced to go. Never the

freedom to decide and make the choice for ourselves. And we're half-men here, or

half-men away, and how can we ever hope to do anything.

The image of incompleteness here, of being a half-man, reinforces the duality at the

core of contemporary lrishness. Murphy's analysis of the essential tensions in Irish life
is reflected in Moran's awareness of the forces that threaten to obstruct him: it is a
world suspended between the rural and urban, the pull of the past, of his mother's

restrictive social conventions and the possible future fulfillment promised by

emigration. But Moran does not emigrate because Murphy wants to emphasise that the

duality is not merely between a restrictive Ireland and a liberating elsewhere, but

within Ireland society itself, between the status quo and the forces of change. Moran

knows he must reject his mother if he is to transcend the limitations of his society. He

sees that emigration offers the financial means of paying off his mother, of buying

release from guilt and oppression. Only by breaking this psychological dependency can

he hope to reach full maturity.

Moran's lack of wholeness is reinforced by the images of childishness and

smallness pervading the play. The suggestion is that most of the characters are

incomplete because they have failed to integrate that which would allow them to

achieve unity. Moran is cut off from a mature self which exists only in his dreams. The

mother herself is isolated from the husband, who is also an ineffectual figure, a

half-man. All three family members are separated from, and do not speak about, the

absent.brother, Frank, who did emigrate to America but wound up in jail.
The resolution to Moran's predicament is presented in linguistic terms. Unlike Gar

in Friel's Philadelphia, who uses language to veil the contradictions in his character

and naively sees emigration as the solution to his complex emotional problems, Moran
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attempts through language to confront the material and spiritual poverty which he sees

everywhere in the society represented by his mother. His liberation, or at least the
process which may begin his joumey to true independence and genuine psychological
wholeness, is achieved at the climax of the play when, on the town street, late at night,
he shouts out all the supposed secrets of the neighbours. Through this comic catharsis,

this use of words to name and reveal, Moran begins to exorcise the ghosts from his own
and the town's past. In contrast to Friel's Philadelphia,language here is the instrument
which may provide access to true self-knovledge. However, such awareness is
promised but not necessarily achieved at the end of the play. Moran's explosive verbal
release may initiate an expression of an integrated self but, in embarrassing his family
and alienating the townspeople, he may also be sentencing himself to a form of internal
exile in his unforgiving country.

The situation of the son struggling against an over-bearing and oppressive mother
in Murphy's A Crucial Week, or of Friel's motherless son in Philadelphia who is
seeking emotional and intellectual contact with an unresponsive father, point to similar
political and even mythic implications. The traditional personification of Ireland as a
woman, whether appearing as Cathleen Ni Houlihan (Yeats's The Countess Cathleen),
or the Shan Van Vocht (lreland as a poor old woman) was, among other roles, a

symbolic evocation of an idealised and glorious past which was marshalled to reinforce
a particular image of the country's future. The three decades from Yeats's Ifte
Countess Cathleen in 1892 to Juno Boyle in O'Casey's Juno and the paycock in 1924
saw a dramatic change in the portrayal of these largerthan-life figures. The endurance,
courage and above all the realism of Juno Boyle are qualities O'Casey sees as

necessary in post-independence Ireland to counter the dream-ridden and impractical
characters such as Captain Boyle who use the romantic nationalism associated with
Easter 1916 as another means of self-deception. By the time of Murphy's A Crucial
week the strength and resilience of Irish mothers had, in the vacuum created by
indecisive and effectual fathers, developed into the smothering oppressiveness of John
Joe Moran's mother. Mythic images of Mother lreland were nos/ not only anarch-
ronistic but counter-productive. But the sense of guilt and obligation engendered by
such figures, when combined with the desire for individual fulfillment in a changing
economic and cultural world, produced the feelings of duality which is at the heart of
contemporary Irishness.
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If the past as history has lost much of its mythic force, the past as metaphor has

retained its atractiveness for playwrights. Murphy's Famine and Friel's Translations

are both set at that moment in the l9th century when the economic structure and social

fabric of Ireland, particularly the traditions, customs and language of Gaelic life, were

being subjected to irrevocable change. While these plays, in their analysis of character
and situation, do not ostensibly speak about the present, they speak compellingly to the

present. ln Famine, Murphy's inspection of history allows him to look at the manner in

which individuals and, to a lesser extent, society respond to tuming-points in national

evolution. By focusing on the peasant leader, John Connor, a descendent of the Kings
of Connacht, Murphy analyses the ethical crisis of an individual faced with a rapidly
changing world. Connor's social standing, authority and power in the community are

derived from history - from lineage and genealogy - but his tragic flaw is his

stubbomness in refusing to accommodate himself to the changes brought about by the

starvation and social collapse of the famine. His followers look to him for leadership,

for some response to the events which are relentlessly destroying them. Conditioned to

make moral and political choices which can effect change, he is now faced by forces he

cannot understand. And, of course, he cannot know - what the audience knows -
that his actions are feeble gestures against a fate which all of Ireland and the colonial
govemment cannot control. Connor is baffled into increasing silence as each judgement

leads his community closer to inevitable disintegration. Caught at a moment of history
when the old values and traditions are being drastically undermined, he is portrayed as

an anarchonistic figure who cannot deal with the present because he fails to establish a
relationship with the past. Consequently, he is unable to negotiate a path to the future.
At the end of the play, when a daughter has died from famine, and he himself - at his

wife's insistence - has killed her and their son, he stands as a truly Job-like figure,
the embodiment of values he can no longer express, confronting a reality he cannot

comprehend, and facing a future he cannot hope to control. For Murphy, the confused,

alienated and unknowing Connor becomes a metaphoric representation of the

psychological condition of contemporary Irish audiences. History has blinded them to
the selves which a new reality dictates as being necessary; and their inheritance of
defeat and failure has compromised their ability to transcend intellectual and emotional
sterilty.

Drama from Northem Ireland most clearly reveals how the past, rather than
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possessing redemptive value, is a deterministic force impinging present freedom.
Friel's Ifte Freedom ol the City is perhaps the best known play on the troubles in the
North but Graham Reid's Remembrance is also representative in this regard. Set in
contemporary Belfast, it examines hov the legacy of poisonous memories destroys the
relationship of an elderly couple, Theresa the Catholic widow and Bert the Protestant
widower, who have met while tending the graves of their respective sons, both of
whom have died in sectarian violence. One of the crucial settings of the play is a
cemetery, the division of which along religious lines reflects the separations and

mistrusts that mark life outside its confines. Indeed, its influence is so powerful that
Bert, frustrated in his desire to escape the cycle of suspicion and hatred, wishes to be

cremated so that he can achieve an effective and permanent division between the dead

and the living, the past and the present. In fact, Reid's play might be read as an

extended commentary on the statement in Friel's Translations by the Hugh, the hedge
schoolmaster that "To remember everything is a form of madness." The final scene of
Remembrance shows Theresa aud Bert, each sitting alone in their respecitve homes
(having been forced by their children to end their relationship), reading a letter from
the other. This inspired use of the letter device creates a powerful statement of isolated
individuals condemned to an artifical and incomplete response to life, to a limited and
unfulfilled version of identity. The sectarian conflict, then, effectively emphasises the
deterministic and limited nature of life in the North, how its citizens must repeatedly
deal with the pressure of public events on private lives, of historical forces on personal

choices. At birth, these people are already victims of genealogy and history, and must
contend with the legacies of place and identity.

The crisis of identity which is a predominant feature of contemporary Irishness
has been a conflict present in the Irish condition throught this century. As Richard
Keamey and others have emphasised, this is an ongoing conflict between the claims of
tradition and modemity, and, of course, it is a tension to be found in other countries.
But in Ireland it is fragmentation accentuated as the country was divided into a
post-colonial State and a Unionist province. More recently, the traditional ideology of
cultural nationalism an Ireland, Gaelic, Catholic and united has been
challenged by the realities of contemporary Irish political and social life. what yeats

had called "the filthy modem tide" is evident in the materialism derived from the
prosperity of multi-national investment, and the omnipresence of intemational,
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particularly American culture, all of which has greatly heigthened the gap between

Ireland's self-image and present reality. However, since the early l9 Century there has

been a discrepancy between what lreland believed its true identity to he, its ideal

version of itselt and its everyday reality. Indeed, historians would have to take us back

a long way to point to an Ireland that was homogeneous - in religious, cultural and

political terms. Irish society has therefore experienced some version of this ambiguity
longer than most counlries; indeed, it may be perceived as the one constant in the social

history of modem lrelnad. What is certain is that these aspects of Irishness have

significantly shaped both modem and contemporary Irish writing.
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Power of Immobility in Beckett's Plays

Minako Okamuro

"Well? Shall we go?"

"Yes, let's go."

They do not move.tt)

About this famous ending of Waitingfor Godot, John Fletcherargues; "when this is
done, the intense emotion generated in the auditorium as the last curtain falls is the

redolent of great sadness."(') It might be true that in the closing tableau there is some

desperate atmosphere, because the two tramps Vladimir and Estragon have just found

that it was only in vain that they had waited for Godot to save from their miserable

situation. What I would like to suggest, however, is that by examining the function

rather than the mood of the tableau we can find a more significant meaning on a

different level.

This closing tableau is similar in both Act I and II. When we consider it carefully,

it seems logically peculiar that Vladimir and Estragon still remain onstage after being

released from today's wait by the message that "Godot won't come this evening but

surely tomorrow", They have been tied to the place on stage only by the hope that

Godot might come. In fact, when the message is brought to them, Vladimir persuades

Estragon to leave there to seek shelter during the night, and Estagon agrees. It is not

reasonable to suppose that they have nowhere else to go, because at the opning of Act
II they actually come back from somewhere. For what conceivable reason do they not
move at the end of either act of Waiting for Codot?

Richard Gilman's viewpoint is suggestive. He explains the closing tableau as

"the presence ofthe gap" between language and gesture. According to his opinion, "in
this way the orderly universe of utterance followed by logically related movement, of
volition succeeded by steps taken, which we inhabit as our very air, is disrupted, pulled
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asunder".(') This gap would be recognized by audience as the gap between spoken text

and what is seen on the stage, that is, the gap between the verbal and the visual.

Focusing on this gap, we remember Beckett's shorter play entitled A Piece of
Monologue, written in 1979, thirty years later than Waiting for Godot. ln this very

short dramatic piece, the gap is much more obvious, even striking.

On the stage of A Piece of Monologue, a man called "Speaker" is continuously

telling a story which sounds to be a description of his own present state. . However,

although various movements of the protagonist are described in the story, Speaker

keeps immobile throughout, contrary to his words. Thus we can find the gap between

spoken text and what is seen onstage not only as an element but as the basic fabric of
the whole play.

Hence it is possible to regard A Piece of Monologue as a development of the

closing tableau of Waiting for Codot. If we do that, by tracing Beckett's development

of dramaturgy in respect to the construction of a structure, u/e may be able to find a

common fundamental idea underlying the two plays. To analyse the function of the

gaps, we will examine the structure of the plays.

We will start by examining the structure of Waiting for Godot. lt is often pointed

out that Waiting for Aodot has a circular structure. Act II is alomost a repetition of
Act I, which implies, as Martin Esslin argues that the two episodes are part of a

recurring pattem.(') The repetition convinces the audience that in their situation

Vladimir and Estragon have nothing to do other than wait, although they paradoxically

have to keep doing something else to kill time while waiting. In this play the

exchange, "[,et's go." "We can't." "Why not?" "We are waiting for Godot", is
repeated several times. Additionally, a single line, "l'm going", is sometimes uttered

by one tramp or the other. These lines also confirm that Vladimir and Estragon have no

other choice than to wait for Godot, because their intention of leaving is immediately

thwaded each time.

In the closing section, however, their situation becomes different. Having already

got the message of Godot's not coming today, they are no longer waiting, which means

they have lost their only reason to stay there. Towards the end of Act I, Vladimir and
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Estragon talk as follows:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:

Estragon:

Vladimir:

Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:

Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Despite his attempt to resist Vladimir, Estragon agrees with him. After a brief
conversation, they are about to depart.

Estragon: Well, shall we go?

Vladimir: Yes, let's go.")

Yet this last exchange is followed by the stage direction,"They do not move."

Similarly, in the closing section of Act II, which is the next day of Act I according to

the stage direction, Vladimir and Estragon talk about their leaving from the place and

coming back the following day.

We've nothing more to do here.

Nor anywere else.

Ah Gogo, don't go on like that. Tomorrow everything vill be better.

How do you make that out?

Did you not hear what the child said?

No.

He said that Godot was sure to come tomorrow.

(Pause.) What do you say to that?

Then all we have to do is to wait here.

Are you mad? We must take cover. (He takes Estragon by the arm.)

Come on.(')

I'm going.

So am I.

Was I long asleep?

I don't know.

( Silence.)

Where shall we go?

Not far.

Oh yes, let's go far away from here.
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Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:

We can't.
Why noy?

We have to come back tomorrow

What for?

To wait for Godot.o)

Then they try to hang themselves, only to fail, and having nothing to do, they decide to

go. The lines of the last conversation are the same as that of Act I, although they are

each spoken by the other character.

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Well? Shall we go?

Yes, let's go.

(They do not move.)(')

Thus at the end ofboth acts, they have certainly decided to leave the place. Moreoveg

from the following conversation at the beginning of Act II, it is obvious that they have

spent the night separately in different places and have come back and see each other

again the next day.

NbWZ_c_h4 You again! (Estragon halts, but dose not raise his head. Vladimir goes

tovards him.) Come here till I embrace you.

Don't touch me.

(Vladimir holds back, pained.)

Do you want me to go away? (Pause.) Gogo! (Pause. Vladimir
observes him attentively.) Did they beat you? (Pause.) Gogo!

(Estragon remains silent, head bowed.) Where did you spend the

night?

Don't touch me! Don't question me! Don't speak to me! Stay with
me!

Did I ever leave you?

You let me go.n'

Estragon:

NbWZ_c_h4

Estragon

Presumably they will also come back from somewhere the next day after Act II,
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because of the circular structure. Therefore it would be natural for them to leave the
place at the end of each act. Nevertheless, they do remain on the stage, as the stage
direction specifies. Now, the circularity of each act is formed by their routine of
coming back from somewhere in order to wait, of continuously doing something else
while waiting, and then of getting the message of Godot's not coming. consequently,
the circle should be closed by departing to somewhere to come back from the following
day. The closing tableau, therefore, functions as a hiatus in the circularity. For what
reson dose Beckett dare to disrupt the circularity in these places?

Interpreting the closing sections in waiting for codot as breaks in the circularity,
we realize the singificance of the gap between the spoken text and what is seen on the
stage. That is because their words never deviate from the circularity at all. It is merely
their immobility that suspends it.

we can find a few other gaps in waiting for codot, .uthere the characters also do
not move in spite of their decision. Let us examine those gaps to compare with the
ones in the closing sections. Here are two examples:

l. Pozzo: I must go.

(......)

Then adieu.

Adieu.

Adieu.

Adieu.

(Silence. No one moves.)

Adieu.

Adieu.

Adieu.

(Silence.)

And thank you.

Thank you.

Not at all.

Estragon:

Pozzo:

Vladimir:
Pozzo:

Vladimir:
Pozzo:

Estragon:

Pozzo:

Vladimir:
Pozzo:
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Estragon:

Pozzo;

Pozzo;

Estragon:

Yes yes.

No no.

(Silence.)

I don't seem to be able...(long hesitation)...to depart.

Such is life.('o)

It's a radish.

I only like the pink ones, you know that!

Then you don't want it?

I only like the pink ones!

Then give it back to me.

(Estragon give it back.)

I'll go and get the carrot.

(He dose not move.)

This is becoming really insignificant.

Not enough.(")

I'm tired! (Pause.) [rt's go.

We can't.

Why not?

We're waiting for Godot.

Ah! (Pause. Despiring.) What'll we do, what'll we do!

There's nothing we can do.

But I can't go on like this!

Would you like a radish?

Is that all there is?

There are radishes and tumips.

In this case, Pozzo seems reluctant to depart, and that is why "no one moves" despite

their exchange of farewells.

2. Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:

Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

The reason Estragon dose not move here is not so obvious as that of Pozzoin the first

example. However, when we take the previous part into account, it becomes clear.

Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
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Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Are there no carrots?

No. Anyway you overdo it with your carots.
Then give me a radish.('')

They are talking about the radish just to save themselves from getting tired of waiting.

Therefore Estragon dose not move, not putting his words into practice seriously. As

soon as give up talking about the radish, they seek the next clue to kill time.

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:

Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:

What about trying them?

I've tried everything.

No. I meant the boots.

Would that be a good thing?

It'd pass the time. (Estragon hesitates.)

occupation.

A relaxation.

A recreation.

A relaxation.

Try.t'"

I assure you, it'd be an

Estrsgon's immobility contrary to his words in the second example has the different
meaning from Pozzo's in the first example. Although in the first one, as Pozzo

confesses, his reluctance of departing keeps him at the place in spite of his decision,
Estragon in the second one has no real intention of leaving. He says, "l'll go and get a
carrot", to keep the conversation for a pastime. Cosequently they immediately go on
to their next "relaxation" or "recreation", instead of going to get a carrot. That is why
Vladimir says, "This is becoming really insignificant", just after the part of Estragon's
immobility in the second example. Estragon's immobility here is a sign that their
words are losing much of their meaning. How they continue their talk and avoid the

silence - that is what they pay their attention to.

The following section eloquently portrays the aspect of their situation we have

been considering.

(Slilence.)



Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

Vladimir:
Estragon:

They make noise like feathers.

Like leaves.

Like ashes.

Like leaves.

([ong silence.)

Say something!

I'm trying.
(Lnng silence.)

(ln anguish). Say anything at all?
What do we do now?
Wait for Godot.

Ah!0')

Here they are also seeking the next topic eagerly after the almost meaningless exchange

about the noise.

Their obsession for constant conversation whether meaningful or not is quite
interesting from the theatrical point of viev. Vladimir and Estragon continue the

meaningless talk as if the actors are enthusiastically trying to keep the audience's

attention though they have nothing to do or say onstage. In general, actors are expected

to create a dramatic world on stage by their constant action and utterance. However in
Waiting for Godot there are a lot of periods of "silence" and "long silence" in addition
to the immobility of actors apparent from the above quotations. Facing the immobile
or silent actors who have nothing to do or say onstage, the audience should share a
subtle, uneasy feeling, because at those moments the drama is suspended, thereby

eroding their reliance on the fictional world. With the discovery of a new topic, the

conversation is barely resumed to again put life into the momentarily dead dramatic
world. In other words, the actors manage to escape the absolute silence and immobility
by their intermittent, meaningless talk. Hence the world of Waiting for Codot is

maitained and the routine of waiting forms the circularity.
In the second example of the gap I quoted, the immobility of Estragon thus reveals

the meaninglessness of their words, which are uttered just to continue the conversation.

Yet since this immobility is merely a part of the routine, the meaning of their existence

on the stage is left; that is, they are waiting for Godot.
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However, as I have pointed out, the immoblity of the two actors at the gap in the

closing tableau in each act disrupts the circularity. Being released from the waiting by
the message, Vladimir and Estragon lose their only reason to stay at the place. Now
they have absolutely nothing to do, definitely no purpose, but still they are on the stage

in front of the audience, contrary to their words that they would go. It could be said

that they stay there meaninglessly. Considering the gap between the verbal and visual
carefully, we notice that, although the two actors' words belong to Vladimir and

Estragon in the fictional world, their bodies abruptly cease to act. The two fingures on
the stage have a nameless existence here, as it were, for at this very moment of the
tableau they are neither Vladimir and Estragon nor the actors themselves, but
suspended in between. They expel themselves out of the circular structure, even out of
the play, by not acting out their words and remaining immobile meaninglessly.

Because of this nameless existence, the presence of the two figures onstage should
be able to attract the audience's attention more strongly here than in any other place in
the play. The audience, struck by the instability of the existence of the two human

beings in front of them, may try to interpret the meaning of the tableau. But that is
fundamentally impossible. The audience must face the black hole of meaninglessness.
Though it may sound paradoxical, we find here the power of immobility in theatre.

Thus, in Waiting for Codot, the closing tableau functions to disrupt each circle of
Vladimir and Estragon's routine of waiting. Yet, despite the disruption, in the

following day a similar but new circle is formed. In this way, the circularity remains
central to the structure. It is in ,4 Piece of Monologue that the gap itself is developed to
become the fundamental structure of the whole play.

ln A Piece oJ Monologue, as I have already mentioned, the audience experiences a

man called "SpeakeC', standing "well off centre downstage audience left,, from
beginning to end, telling a story which would seem to be about himself. The story
narrated by Speaker is quite ambiguous, as in other plays by Beckett, especially those
written in and after the 1970s. with the typical Beckettian phrase, "Birth was the death
of him", Speaker begins to disjointedly relate the unsuccessful personal history of the
protagonist. Soon the narration switches to a detailed explanation of the ceremonial
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process for lighting a lamp. Then it moves to the protagonist's memory of the family

pictures vhich used to be pinned to the wall. The description of the present state of the

protagonist and the room he is in is frequently inserted as well. There is no plot, but

rather an incoherent series of images of birth and death, past and present, actions and

memories, like a texture complexly woven. The style of the narrative is also peculiar.

Most sentences are abbreviated into fragments, with a dnstic omission of their

subjects. Therefore it is so difficult to grasp the outline of the story that the

relationship between Speaker onstage and the protagoinist in the story is quite

ambiguous.

Nevertheless the relationship of the two is the key of this play. Although the story

is narrated in the third person and past tense, the correspondence between the story and

what is seen on the stage is gradually revealed, as if Speaker is telling his own present

condition.

According to the stage directions, the set onstage is extremely simple:

Two metres to his left, same level, same height, standard lamp, skull-sized white

glove, faintly lit.
Just visible extreme right, same level, white foot of pallet bed.(")

The standard lamp and a bed are also mentioned in the story as follows, although we

can not know if they are the same ones.

In the room dark gaining. Till faint light from standard lamp.('')

Swept out of the way under the bed and left. Thousand shreds under the bed with

the dust and spiders.""

Furthermore the appearance of Speaker, specified in the stage directions as "white

hair, white nightgown, white socks", resembles that of the protagonist in the story,

expressed as "white hair catching light. White gown. White socks." The frequently

repeated phrase beginning with "stands there staring beyond...." also corresponds to

Speaker's constant state of standing to tell the story. Thus, the story and the stage, the

verbal and the visual, are considerably similar, often reflecting each other. This
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correspondence, of course, should stimulate the imagination of audience. They would

attempt to identify the narration with what is present on the stage, and especially the

protagonist with Speaker, though Speaker never confirms his identity with the

protagonist.

The two are not quite identical, however. There is a gap. The stage is almost

bare, creating a vague space with a standard lamp and a bed, whereas in the story are a

window and a wall:

Gropes to window and stares out. Stands there staring out.t'"

Backs away to edge of light and stands facing blank wall.
Covered with pictures once.t'"

Moreover, though the actual "Speaker" remains immobile throughout, several

movements of the protagoinst are narrated as follows:

Gropes back in the end to where the lamp is standing. Was standing. When last

went out. L,oose matches in right-hand pocket. Strikes one on his buttock the way

his father taught him. Takes off milk white globe and sets it down. Match goes

out. Strikes a second as before. Takes off chimney. (.....) Backs away to edge of
light and stands facing blank wall.'"'

While the imagination of the audience is invited to identify the story with what is seen

onstage, their perception accordingly must recognize a difference between the two.

From the above, it can be seen that the gap in A Piece of Monologue tums the

theatre space into a kind of magnetic field, where the verbal image and the visual

image strongly attract and repel each other at the same time. This is, in other words,

the conflict between the audience's imagination and perception. In one sense, Speaker

is neither a character nor an actor but just a man telling a story instead of acting. In
Wailing for Godot, the two figures are suspended between the characters and the actors

themselves by ceasing to act out their words, but only in the closing tableaux. In z4

Piece of Monologue,however, Speaker is constantly suspended in this equivocal state.

It is only in the imagination of the audience that he is identified with the fictional
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character of the dramatic world. Yet paradoxically this imagination is denied by the

very pnesence of Speaker, in so far as he does not actually act out his story. The

audience should experience the power of immobility throughout the play as they do at

the end of Waiting for Codot.

In the closing part of A Piece of Moralogue, the narrative most closely

approximates to the state onstage. Nevertheless, at the same time it seems to be

revealed that the story is nothing but the product of words without substance.

Ghost light. Ghost nights. Ghost rooms. Ghost graves. Ghost ... he all but said

ghost loved ones. Waiting on the rip word. Stands there staring beyond at that

black veil lips quivering to half-heard words. Treating of other matters. Trying to
treat of other matters. Till half hean there are no other matters. Never were other

matters. Never two matters. Never but the one matter.('')

There are "never two matters", despite "trying to treat of other matters". That probably

means that there are never two worlds in spite of the attempt to create the other world
by language. The only reality the audience is facing is the immobile Speaker just

narrating on the nearly bare stage. After the last word is uttered, there is ten seconds'

tableau. "Speaker" is no longer a speaker. Just like the two figures at the end of
Waiting for Codot, he has nothing to do and no purpose, but nonetheless stands

immobile in front of audience.

The theatricality of A Piece of Monologue is built on the gap which results from

the actor's immobility, in much the same way as we see in the closing tableaux of
Waiting for Codot. ln this sense, A Piece of Monologue is a pure and full development

of the closing sections in Waiting for Godot.

We have found that in Waiting for Codot and A Piece of Monologue the gap

between the verbal and visual has a significant function, and that the immobility of
actors can have great power in theare.

ln Waiting for Codot , the two actors awkwardly continue to talk in order to avoid

the silence and maintain the fictional world. Yet at the closing tableaux, they suspend
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their existence in favour of the black hole of absolute meaninglessness by an

immobility contrary to their words. Has any actor ever had an nameless, meaningless

existence on the stage, having nothing to do and no purpose in front of the audience?

Beckett's dramaturgy is much more sophisticated in I Piece of Monologue. ln
this play he ingeniously creates "Speaker" who, remaining immobile in an ambiguous

state, simultaneously encourages and yet refuses his characterization as the protagonist
by the imagination of the audience. The audience usualiy seeks meaning in the

existence on the stage. However io A Piece of Monologue they eventually realize that
nothing happens on the stage, otherthan the narration.

The significance of immobility in these plays seem to be contrary to the concept of
theatre. In general, action in the literal meaning is believed to be essential in
performance. The audience expects to experience the process of the creation of the

dramatic world from nothing by the actors' actions and utterances. It is the

fundamental convention of theatre that the audience accepts the actors as characters of
the fictional world onstage without a doubt. In contrast, Beckett reduces the dramatic
world to nothingness by depriving the actors of actions needed to support their
existence as characters.

A Piece of Monologue has been criticized elsewhere as "a text which would work
better as a radio play or as a short prose work."(') However, from what I have argued,

it is certainly a play for perfornance in theatre space. Enoch Brater expresses a similar
opinion as follows:

Only in pedormance does the script's potential for theatricalization become clear.

It is language, then, that provides not only the direct action that sets the play in
motion, but also the indirect action of a word-play-within-the-play, making the
piece a far more sophisticated vehicle for the stage than a term like mere
"recitation" seems likely to imply.("'

I agree vith Brater in that just listening to the play or reading it is not enough. What is
crucial is not only language, however, but also the presence of the immobile actors on
the stage. It must be seen for one to perceive the dramatic tension produced by the gap

between the imaginary world created only verbally and the visual world actually
presented on the stage.
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Because of this discovery of the great power of immobility onstage, Beckett's

plays are really sensational in the history of theatre. His adoption of actors' immobility

as the main "action" should not be considered an anti-theatrical deformation but rather

a fair challenge to the concept of theatre.
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lBlather isl a publication of the Gutter, the King Rat of the Irish Press, the paper

that will achieve entirely new levels in everything that is contemptible, despicable

and unspeakable in contemporary joumalism.o)
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[t] is a very queer affair, unbeanbly queeq perhaps. For all its many defects, I

feel it has the time-honoured ingredients that make the work of writers from this
beautiful little island so acceptable.o)
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Your information apparently derives from a rumour spread by two gentlemen

called Sheridan and O'Brien who charge me with the authorship of a book of this

name or something similar. The cream of this elaborate 'Joke" that the supposed

book is anticlerical, blasphemous and licentious and various lengthy extracts from

it have been concoctgd to show the obscenity of the work. I have joined in the joke

to some extent myself but I naturally take strong exception to the publicity given

by your paragraph, which associates me by name with something which is

objectionable, even if nonexistent. I must therefore ask you to withdraw the

statement.(')
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A formidable corpus of Joycean scholarship and pseudo-scholar-ship has

emerged since the writer's death, much of it of excruciating abstruseness. This
book hopes to be none of these things: it is a book by lrish writers about an lrish
writer. . .

Joyce was quintessentially an Irishman to the extent that Wilde, Shaw or Yeats

could never be. This quality was the great source of his genius, the inexhaustible
mine from which he would hew Ulyssa and Finnegans Wakc.

To understand Joyce at all, this fact has to be faced. In seeing Joyce through the
eyes of the Irish (not always smiling) we shall see the man more clearly and . . .

understand the writer more fully.o)
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Funny? But surely there you have the lrish artist? Sitting fully dressed, innerly

locked in the toilet of a locked coach where he has no right to be, resentfully

drinking soqrebody else's whiskey, being whisked hither and thither by anony-

mous shunters, keeping fastidiously the while on the outer face of his door the

simple word ENGAGED!6)

Perhaps the true fascination of Joyce lies in his secretiveness, his ambiguity (his

polyguity, perhaps?), his leg-pulling, his dishonesties, his technical skill, his

attraction for Americans. His works are a garden in which some of us may play.

All that we can claim to know is merely a small bit of that garden.(')
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Who killed Finnegan?

I, said a Yale-man,

I was the man who made

The corpse for the wake man.
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For the last hundred years Irish nationalism has to fight against England, and that

fight has helped fanaticism, for we had to welcome everything that gave Ireland
emotional energy, and had little use for intelligence so far as the mass of the

people were concerned, for we had to hurl them against an alien power. The basis

of Irish nationalism has now shifted, and much that once helped us is now
injurious, for we can no longer do anything by fighting, we must persuade, and to
persuade we must become a modern, tolerant, liberal nation.(')

♭

This country has declared through every vehicle of expression known to it that it
desires union with the North of Ireland, even that it will never be properly a nation
tiil that union has been achieved, and it knows that it cannot bring that union about

by force. It must convince the Ulster Protestants that if they join themselves to us

they will not suffer injustice.o)
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I take my stand by the Ulster names,

each clean hard name like a weathered stone;

Tyrella, Rostrevor, are flickering flames:

the names I mean are the Moy, Malone,

Strabane, Slieve Gullion and Portglenone.

Even suppose that each name were freed

from legend's ivy and history's moss,

there'd be music still in, say, Carrick-arede,
though men forget it's the rock across

the track of the salmon from Islay and Ross."'

Ⅳ

The name of a land show the heart of the race;
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they move on the tongue like the lilt of a song.

You say the name and I see the place-
Drumbo, Dungannon, or Annalong,

Barony, townland, we cannot go wrong.t"
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You say Armagh, and I see the hill
with the two tall spires or the square low tower;

the faith of Patrick is with us still;
his blessing falls in a moonlit hour,

when the apple orchards are all in flower.t''
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I shouldered a kind of manhood

stepping in to lift the coffins
of dead relations.{')

>kd[hWb J_j[i	

Now as news comes in
of each neighbourly murder

we pine for ceremony,

customary rhythms:
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I would restore

the great chambers of Boyne,

prepare a sepulchre
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under the cupmarked stones.

Quiet as a serpent

in its grassy boulevard

the procession drags its tail
out of the Gap of the North
as its head already enters

the megalithic doorway.n'
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He had a long white streak

On his deep chest,
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A small white patch'

Over one of his shoulders,

And two white claws

On each of his forepaws.

Over his lean back

He was all ticked with white,

As if a shower of hail

Had fallen and never metted.t"'
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Well the hare she led on just as swift as the wind
He was sometimes before her and sometimes behind,

He jumped on her back and held up his ould paw -
'Long live the Republic,' says Master McGrath.(")
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Should he not still smoulder,
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Our shooting star,

That claimed the Waterloo Cup

In eighteen sixty-nine?('s
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The overhanging elm-trees

And the knee-high grass

Are freshly tinged

By this last sun-shower.

I'm not beside myself with grief,

Not even so taken by McGrath.('')
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Under bare Ben Bulben's head

In Drumcliff churchyard Yeats is laid,

An ancestor was rector there

Long years ago; a church stands neag

By the road an ancient Cross.

No marble, no conventional phrase,

On limestone quarried near the spot

By his command these words are cut:

Cast a cold eye

On life, on death.

Horseman, pass by!
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And may her bridegroom bring her to a house

Where all's accustomed, ceremonious;

For arrogance and hatred are the wares

Peddled in the thoroughfares.

How but in custom and in ceremony

Are innocence and beauty born?

Ceremony's a name for the rich hom,

And custom for the spreading laurel tree.
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I, the poet William Yeats,

With old mill boards and sea-green slates,

And smithy vork from the Gort forge;

Restored this tower for my wife George;

And may these characters remain

When all is ruin once again,
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M0hsal ist Bliite oder Tanz, wo nicht

Der Lrib geischwunden wird zur Lust der Seel,

(Yeats Werkc I, Luchterhand, 1970)
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What is Typically Irish in Flann O'Brien

Chizuko Inoue

Flann O'Brien belonged to the generation after the Irish Revivalists. Having a

Catholic middle-class education like Joyce, he showed, from the beginning of his

literary career, distaste for the achievement of those writers of protestant ascendancy.

He was bitterly sarcastic about nationalist myth of Irish peasant established by them,

and tried to demosish those romanticized ideas of Irish traditional past, and to "achieve

entirely new levels in everything that is contemptible, despicable and unspeakable."

His first novel At Swim-Two-Birds(1939) is a parody of heroic narrative of linear

plot, a novel in which Irish mythic heroes are transformed into modemist anti-heroes.

It is a novel about novel-writing, about a writer writing a novel about another writer

whose characters revenge on his malefaction by making his son a writer writing about

his father.What is particular about O'Brien is his use of psudonyms. This seeming

negation of authorship as well as his debasement of his own novel (he once called At

Swim "anti-clerical, blasphemous and licentious") may be a typical lrish posture very

similar to one Joyce has taken. It is a strategy necessary for a writer to fight

EHagainst the social norm, guarding himself from its counter-attack

Yeats, Hewitt, Heaney and Muldoon

- 
The North of Ireland as Their Context 

-Fuyuji Tanigawa

The binary opposition, such as Celtic / Anglo-lrish, doesn't function in the search

for what Ireland is. Celtic /Anglo-lrish is Yeatsian, but it doesn't tell why he selected

such an opposition, what he concealed, and what his discourse is politically.

Hewitt, a Belfast poet, tried to de-naturalize English place names in the North, and

sanctified their sounds which marked the brand-new birth of a land. But the
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origin-making of that kind cannot escape the net of political discourses, and as a result

Hewitt connived status quo as Yeats did.

Heaney is much more sensitive to the secret work of discourses. He dates the

origin of Ireland to prehistory (avant des histoires), and refuses to give authority to any

discourse. But he knows he himself is caught by some discourse.

Muldoon is more radical in dealing with discourses than Heaney. He denies the

historical time and space, on which the operation of most discourses depends, and has

the diversity in Ireland reflected in his text.

The concept of real IRELAND cannot exist; there are many "irelands" in many
minds. It might be most Irish to teach us this lesson.

Yeats as an Example of Masculinity?

- Yeats and Feminism-

=_ae 9hWa_

In his lecture entitled 'Yeats as an Example?' Seamus Heaney says that, contrary
to Yeats's stance as 'too male and assertive', his finally exemplary attitude is the one
'full of a motherly kindness towards life.' This paperconsiders if this is really the case

in Yeats's poems.

From Responsibilities on, Yeats tried to establish his identity in his genealogy.

This is possible only for men because 'identity in our culture is so linked up with
patriarchy.' The last section of 'Under Ben Bulben' including his own epitaph shows
his 'too male' desire to be laid in his ancestor's churchyard, inheriting Yeats's name
cut on a tombstone. I find his manly pose is based on his wish to identify himself with
his lineage.

Yeats's chauvinistic attitude toward women, coupled with this consciously male
attitude, has been much attacked by feminist critics. Many of the poems collected in
Michael Robartes and the Dancer are subject to such criticisms, because he does not
want women to have any of the opinions or abstract ideas that men have. He even
suggests that women refrain from attending college, claiming greater importance, for
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women, for the body than for the mind. Critics who want to justify Yeats's sexist

attitude tend to explain that this comes from his hatred for abstraction and logic in

general or that Yeats applied the same principle to men. It cannot be denied, however,

that behind such an idea is Yeats's stereotypical notion of masculinity and feminity.

I take 'A Prayer for My Daughter' as an example. In contrast with Maud Gonne

who has lost every good 'because of her opinionated mind', Yeats catalogues every

virtue he wants her daughter to be invested with. In short, he hopes that she will inherit

the aristocratic virtues like those he read about in Castiglione's The Book of the

Courtier, and which he projected onto Lady Gregory's small coterie. A curious thing

happens at the end of the poem: the rather abrupt appearance of the bridegroom

contradicts everything said in the preceding stanzas. Not only does the daughter's

chastity conflict with matrimony but her autonomy and stability('O may she live like

some green laurel/ Rooted in one dear perpetual place') with her subordination and

dependence on marriage. Women are not allowed to have autonomy nor to establish

unity of being in patriarchy. Yeats is sexist here accepting this idea like an absolute

truth.

Yeats, on the other hand, declares triumphantly a perfect idea of male

assertiveness in 'Under Ben Bulben'. But Yeats's vhole collection of poems shows his

other richer fluid self which refuses to be confined by such a picture. His 'motherly

kindness toward life', as Heaney points out, may be one such example, though we must

point out that the binary opposition between masculinity and feminity is only valid in

an arbitrary enclosure of phallogocentrism. I do not intend to defend or justify Yeats's

chauvinistic attitude by saying this. He is heavily affected by stereotypical male-

centred principles, that's true. But, for all his quest for manly self-identification, Yeats

reveals his rich otherness in his work, whether we call it maternal or not.

Yeats's Politics Reconsidered.

Taketoshi Furomoto

After W.H.Auden's precedence, Seamus Heaney tries to find something positive



in Yeats for all Yeats's reactionary conseryatism. Auden's essay "Yeats as an example"

which title Heaney succeeded is one more effort to smooth the way for reades to accept

Yeats by neutralising what is negative in Yeats's politics. Auden concentrates his

attention on Yeats's influence on posterity mainly in technical aspects, while Heaney

emphasises Yeats's influence in a more speculative aspects. Quoting two types of
Yeats's poems- "The Nest of Starlings At My Window" and "Cuchulain Comforted",

Heaney points out that the former symbolises the nature in her benign and nurturant

aspect contrasting "the matemal" against the destruction of The Civil War and that the

latter shows a ritual of surrender, passage from life death, "full of motherly kindness

towards life".
This motherly or maternal quality suggests something inclusive, harmonious,

restraining rather than exclusive, conflicting, and assertive.

The present writer reads "Cuchulain Comforted" as a sign of Yeats's awareness of
what is common in every one. Most of his life time had been spent to be a hero,

someone particular, different from others, like the legendary hero. But near the end of
his life Yeats let Cuchulain speak that one can be content in commonnality. The

realisation may not be so sudden if we consider his love of justice and faireness.

A Reading of "Among School Children"

- From the Standpoint of the Criticism of Criticism -
Hiroyuki Yamasaki

There has been hardly any agreement about the interpretation of the many difficult
places in "Among School Children". Despite its interpretive uncertainty, its reputation

has remained unshaken. In 1966, Abraham Verhoeff attacked this unreasonable gap

between the interpretive uncertainty and the evaluative certainty, and argued for the

need of "the criticism of criticism" to fill the gap. Now, twenty-four years after his

attack, we still need "the criticism of criticism," because over the past twenty years,

various new readings have been presented, while it still enjoys a good reputation. In
this report, I tried to examine the validity in those deconstructive readings by Paul de
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Man and Joseph Adams, its two typically new and most problematic readings. The final
questions posed in the poem have usually been interpreted as rhetorical ones. Paul de

Man argues, however, that it is equally possible to read them literally. But all the

evidence cited is so irrelevant that his reading is not valid. AII the intemal and extemal

evidence available suggests that only the rhetorical reading is valid. Joseph Adams

argues that five readings are possible about the relative adverb "where"in the first line

of the last stanza. But his argument is not well- founded at all and so is not persuasive.

Every evidence I have cited indicates that its only valid meaning is "in the place

where" or the like, never "if' or "when" which many critics as well as Adams have

supported as its possible meaning. I myself presented my own reading of the last stanza

to fit it well into the rest of the poem, specially emphasizing that "labour" primarily
refers back to the classroom activity ofthose children in the first stanza.

"Among School Chidren"

- A Clear Dialectic of the Soul -
Hisayoshi Watanabe

"Among School Children," though one 0f the greatest and best known of Yeats's

poems, has been a subject for controversy, a poem as to which likes and dislikes

diverge. The objection may be that its first half is too much penonal, and second half
too much metaphysically tortuous to follow. Such a complaint may well come from

readers not used to the Yeatsian dialectic, but Yeats scholars will find there a usual

Yeatsian logic. lt is a logic not of the surface but of the depth, the soul in a quarrel with
itself or within itself.

He starts from personal affairs, grows conscious of his senility and mental vacuity,

mocks himself so as to overcome himsell and reaches a meaning of life, a wisdom

which was unattainable before he lost strength. It is a healing up of the breach between

body and soul, action and goal, matter and form, the malady which troubles human

existence.

'Blossoming' and 'dancing' often mistaken for participles, must of necessity be
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gerunds. The assertion here is: the purpose of'labour' should be labour itself, its pain
and joy, just as the purpose of 'blossoming' is blossoming itself, not luring insects and

bearing fruits, or as the purpose of 'dancing' is its own difficulty and joy, not reward or
fame.
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l. The Society is to be called THE YEATS SOCIETY OF JAPAN.
2. It has as its object the promotion of Yeats studies in Japan by means

of:
a. lecture meetings;
b. contact and co-operation with similar societies abroad, in particular

with the senior society at Sligo;
c. publication of a Society bulletin and of members' work on Yeats;
d. other activities.

3. The Society consists of President, Committee and Members.
4. The President is to be elected by the Committee.
5. The Committee is to be elected by the Members.
6. Both President and Committee hold office for two years, but may

offer themselves for re-election.
7. Membership fee is 4,000 yen per year.
8. Membership of the Society requires written application and payment

of the stated fee.
9. Expenses of the Society are to be defrayed from membership fees,

donations, etc.
10. A General Meeting is to be held annually to discuss all matters pertain-

ing to the Society.
I l. Any addition to, or amendment of, this Constitution will require the

sanction of the Annual General Meeting.
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